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Let k be a complete field under a discrete valuation with residue field k of characteristic p ~ 0. In this paper we shall state a theory of unramified abelian extensions of k (see the main theorem below) and apply this result to fully ramified Zp-extensions of k (see § 4, Theorem 4, Remarks 1 and 2).
The main result of this paper is as follows. Fix a fully ramified cyclic extension k' of k of degree m, and for a finite unramified extension K of k, put G*(K) = NK'/K(UK-) n k/Nk'/k(Uk-), where K'=Kk' and Uk is the group of units of k. Put W(k'/k) = U G*(K), where the union is taken in Uk/Nk./k(Uk,) over all finite unramified extensions K of k. Let ¶m be the set of all finite abelian unramified extensions K of k such that am=1 for all 6EG(K/k), where G(K/k) is the Galois group of K/k, and let W(k'/k) be the set of all finite subgroups of W(kyk). Then we have the following MAIN THEOREM.~1~ Under the above assumptions, the following statements (1) and (2) are valid:
(1) If KE Fm, then G*(K) is canonically isomorphic to the character group of G(K/k).
(2) 'm corresponds bijectively to W(k'/k) by KHG*(K). Moreover, we have G*(K1)CG*(K2) if and only if K1CK2 for K1, K2E Fm. *) Partly supported by Fujukai Foundation . (1) We found this theorem to simplify the proof of [5] , § 6, Theorem and its Corollary 2, which is the original form of Theorem 4 in this paper. Our first motivation of [5] was to consider the problem of finding the class field theory of Q (t) p (see Ihara [2] ).
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This theorem can be regarded as an analogue of the theory of Kummer extensions and Witt theory [10] and it contains both of them essentially. When m0 (mod p), this is equivalent to Kummer theory ; when m is a power of p, it is equivalent to Witt theory [10] essentially. However, our formulation is more useful for our application. For W(k'/k), see the Remarks at the end of § 3. (1) (For a complete field k under a discrete valuation) ordk : the normalized additive valuation of k. Ok : the ring of integers of k. Uk : the group of units of k. U 2={uEUk I ordk(u-1)i} for i>_1. k : the residue field of k. a (for aEOk) : the image of a by the canonical homomorphism of Ok to k.
(2) Z : the ring of rational integers. Zp : the ring of p-adic integers. Q~ : the field of p-adic numbers. N= {z E Z I z? 1 } . mm: n m divides n for m, n E N.
(3) K X : the multiplicative group of a field K. G(K/k) : the Galois group of a Galois extension K/k. Horn (C1, G2) : the group of homomorphisms of a group G, to an abelian group G2. NK/k : the norm map of K to k for a finite Galois extension K of k. [G, G] : the commutator group of a group G. <u> or <u I u E S) : the subgroup of a group G, generated by u E G or by a subset S of G respectively.
(S): the number of elements of a finite set S. Ker F (for a homomorphism F of a group G to a group C'): the kernel of F. Im F : the image of F. § 1. Norm groups.
In this section we shall prove the following Theorem 1, which will be used for the proof of Theorem 2. When k is finite, Theorem 1 is well known (e. g. Artin-Tate [1] , Chap. XI, § 4 and Iyanaga [3] , Chap. V, § 2). However, its proof is not valid for arbitrary residue field k. We use Sen [7] , Lemma 1 and Serre [8] , Chap. V. THEOREM 1. Let k be a complete field under a discrete valuation with residue field of characteristic p~0 and let k' be a finite fully ramified cyclic extension of k. Then we have Nk /k(U$/)=Nk,/k(Uk?)nUk' for each i, j EN such that b(i-1) < j <c5(i), where ~b is the Hasse function of k'/k. We need also the following LEMMA 1. Let p and k be as in Theorem 1 and let kn be a fully ramified cyclic extension of k of degree pn. Let t1<t2< ••• <ti, be the sequence of all the ramification numbers of ku/k and let ci' be the Hasse function of kn/k. Put S1= {NE N N* cb(m) for all m E N and N< t} and S2= {NE NJ N=t; + mpg-1 with 1 < j < n, m0 (mod p), m E N and N< tn} . Then S1=S2.
PROOF. Let si be such that cb(si)==ti for i=1, 2, ••• , n and let to=so=0. By Hasse-Arf's theorem, s1EZ. Then we have easily S1={NENIN*ti+(mi-si)pi for smi (Z)<s11 and i=0, 1, ••• , n-1}. Now let NES2. Then N=t;+mp'-1 with 1 <_ j < n, m0 (mod p) and m E N. Let i E N be such that ti <N< ti+1• Since N>t;, we have j-<_i<n-1. If NEST, then N=ti+spi with 0<_s<si+1-s1 and sEZ. Since ti-t;-0 (mod p') and i>_ j, this implies that mp'-1-0 (mod p') hence m-0 (mode), which is a contradiction, hence NEST. Hence S2CS1. Conversely let NEST. If NES2, then N=t;+m;p' with 1<-j-<_n-1, m;EZ and m;>_0. Let jo be the maximum of such j, then we have easily t;o<_N<t;o+l. This implies that NS1, which is a contradiction, hence NES2. Hence S1CS2. Therefore S1=S2.
LEMMA 2. Let notations be as in Lemma 1 and let a be a generator of G(kn/k). Let NE N be such that Ni=cb(m) for all m E N and N< to and let AE kn be such that ordkn(A)=N. Then there exists xE Uk1n such that x°1 1+A (mod 2r +1), where 2rn is a prime element of kn.
PROOF. By Lemma 1, N=t; + mp'-1 with 1 <_ some j < n, some m 0 (mod p) and m E N. By Sen [7] , Lemma 1, there exists y E kn such that ordkn(y)=mpg-1 and ordkn(y~-y)=N. For AEUk, put z~=1+2y and B=y-y, then z~-zA=2B, hence (z2)°-1-1+2B (mod 2r+1). There exists 2E Uk such that A_-AB (mod N+1) For this 2 E Uk, put x=z2, then the assertion follows. Now we can prove Theorem 1. PROOF OF THEOREM 1. It is easily verified that it is enough to prove the theorem when k'-k, where kn is as in Lemma 1. By Serre [8] , Chap. V, § 6, Proposition 8, Nkn/k(Ukn)CNkn/k(Ukn)11 Uk'. By Serre [8] , Chap. V, § 6, Corollary 3, we may suppose cb(i) <_ tn. Now conversely let Nkn/k(z) E Nkn/k(Ukn)n Uk' with z E U kn. Then by Lemma 2 and Serre [8] , Chap. V, § 6, Proposition 9, there exists z1 E kn such that z
In this section we shall prove the following Theorem 2 and Corollaries to Theorem 2, which will be used for the proof of the main theorem. The statement (1) of the main theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 (see H. MIKI Corollary 1 to Theorem 2). THEOREM 2. Let k be a complete field under a discrete valuation with residue field of characteristic p0 and let k'/k be a finite fully ramified cyclic extension. Let K/k be a finite unramified Galois extension and put K'=Kk', TIC' = {y8-11yEK'x}, VK,={yS-11yEUK'}, G*(K)=NK'lx(UK')nk/Nk'/k(Uk') and G= G(K/k), where s is a generator of G(K'/K).
Then there exists a canonical isomorphism FK : G*(K)-*Hom (G, TK'/VK,).
2.1. Proof of Theorem 2. For the proof of Theorem 2 we need Theorem 1 and the following two lemmas.
LEMMA 3. Let k and K be two complete fields under a discrete valuation and let k'/k be a finite fully ramified cyclic extension. Suppose that K is an extension of k with ramification index 1. Put K'=Kk'.
Let Tk', Vk', TK' and VK, be as in Theorem 2. Then the following (1), (2), (3) are valid:
(1) (Serre [8] , p. 104, Exercise.) G(k'/k)~Tk'/Vk' by a~--*(x'(' 1' mod Vk'), where ic' is a prime element of k'.
(2) Tk'/Vk' TK'/VK! by (x mod Vk,)-(x mod VK), where xETk,.
PROOF. Since n' is also a prime element of K', it follows from the statement (1) that (x''1 (' mod VK') generates TK'/VK', where s is a generator of G(K'/K). Therefore the given homomorphism in the statement (2) is surjective, hence bijective by (1) . The statement (2) implies the statement (3).
LEMMA 4. Let k, k', K, K', VK' and G be as in Theorem 2. Let u Uk(1NK'/K(UK') and AE UK' be such that NK'/K(A)=u. Suppose that A~~1E VK' for all aEG, identifying G and G(K'/k'). Then uENk'/k(Uk').
PROOF. Since VK,C UK', we have (A)'=A for all a E G, hence A=aA1 with a E Uk, and Al E U J, since K'/k' is unramified. Therefore we may suppose that A E UK' from the beginning. Suppose that u E U k ' with some m ? 1. By applying Theorem 1 to K1/K, we may suppose that A;1+2xla(m) (mod zr1m)+1), where 'r' is a prime element of k', ~b is the Hasse function of K'/K and AEOK. Then (mod r P(m)+1). Since VK,nUKCm))CUK/m)Ii) (see Serre [7] , p. 104, Ex. a)), we have (2)~=A for all aEG, hence we can take A in Ok. Put B=(1_A(m))A.
Then B E UK cm)+i), Aa-1=BQ-1 E VK', and NK'/K(B) E Um' +' by Serre [8] , Chap. V, Proposition 8. Applying the above procedure to B, we have uENk,/k(Uk') by induction on m.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Identify G with the Galois group G(K'/k'). For u ENK'/x(UK')nk and a E G, put f(a)=A"1 umod VK', where AE UK' is such that NK/K(A)=u. It is easily verified that f u(a) E TK./ VKand that f (c) is independent of the choice of A and that f u E Hom (G, TK'/ VK'). Put FK(u)= f u, then it is easily verified that FK is a homomorphism of NK'/K(UK')nk to Horn (G, TK,/VK,). By Lemma 4, Ker FK=Nk/k(Uk). Now we shall show that FK is surjective. Let XEHom (G, TK,/VK,). Let L' be the subfield of K' fixed by Ker X and put L=L'nK.
Let i G be such that X (o) generates Im X. By (2) of Lemma 3, X(o1)=x mod VK, with some xEk' <. If d=[L' : k'], then X(o)d=1, hence (xd)s-1 E VK,fTk', so (xd)s-1=ys-1 with yE Uk,, by (3) of Lemma 3. This implies that xd/yEk. Since k'/k is fully ramified, we can take y in UV. Since L'/k' is unramified, y=NL,/k,(z) with some zEUL'. Put w=x/z, then NL,/k,(w)=xd/yEk and X(o1)=ws-1 mod VK'. Since NL,/k,(ws-1)=(xd/y)s-1 =1 and since L'/k' is cyclic, by Hilbert's theorem 90, ws_1=A(a1-1' with AEL'X. Since L'/k' is unramified, we may suppose that AE UL,. Since NL,/L(A)~1-1=1, we have NL'/L(A)=uEk. Then X(i1)=fu(61) and X=fu=1 on Ker X. Since {a1, Ker X } generates G, we have X = f u on G. This completes the proof.
Corollaries to Theorem 2.
In this section we shall state the Corollaries to Theorem 2. The Corollary 1 is the statement (1) of the main theorem in the introduction. Corollaries 2 and 3 will be used for the proof of (2) 
PROOF. It is trivial that G*(K)DG*(L). Put H=[G, G]Kgm J gE G>, then L is the subfield of K fixed by H. It is clear that Horn (G, TK,/ VK/) Hom (G/H, TK,/VK.). Hence by Theorem 2, (G*(K))=(G*(L)), so G*(K)=G*(L).
COROLLARY 3. Let K1, K2 be two finite unramified Galois extensions of k such that K1DK2, and put G1=G(K1/k). Let G*(Ki), TK' and VK, be as in Theorem 2, where Ki=K1k', and let FK1: G*(K1)-Hom (G1, TKi/ VKi) be the canonical isomorphism defined in Theorem 2. Put G(K1/K2)1={ f EHom (G1, TK1/VK1) f=1 on G(K1/K2)}. Then FK1(G*(K2))=G(K1/K2)1.
PROOF. By the definition of FK1, FK1(G*(K2))EG(Kl/K2)1. Since TK1/VKi ~TK 2/VKZ, by Theorem 2, (FKl(G*(K2)))=#(G(Kl/K2)1). Therefore we have the assertion. § 3. Proof of the main theorem.
Noting the similarity of Theorem 2 to Kummer theory, we shall prove the statement (2) of the main theorem in the introduction. For the proof we use Theorem 2, Corollaries 1, 2 and 3 to Theorem 2 and the duality of finite abelian groups.
PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM. The statement (1) of the main theorem is already proved in Corollary 1 to Theorem 2. By Theorem 2, if KE 9'm, then G*(K) W(k'/k).
Let ME W(k'/k). Then by the definition of W(k'/k), G*(K1) ~M for some finite unramified extension K1 of k. By taking the Galois closure of K1 over k, we may suppose that K1/k is a Galois extension.
Moreover by Corollary 2 to Theorem 2, we may suppose that K1 Em from the beginning. Since K1 E gym, by Corollary 1 to Theorem 2, we can regard Hom (G(K1/k), TKi/VKi) as the character group of G(K1/k). Put H*=FK1(M), where FK1 is the canonical isomorphism of G*(K1) to Hom (G(K1/k), TKi/VKi), defined in Theorem 2. Let H be the subgroup of G(K1/k) corresponding to H* by the duality of finite abelian groups. Then H*= { f EHom (G(K1/k), TKi/VKi) f=1 on H}. Let K be the subfield of K1 fixed by H, then KE 9m and FK1(M)= FK1(G*(K)) by Corollary 3 to Theorem 2, hence M=G*(K) by Theorem 2.
Uniqueness: Let K1, K2 E EFm be such that G*(K1)DG*(K2). Put K=K1K2, G=G(K/k) and G1=G(K/Kti) for i=1, 2. Let FK : G*(K)-*Hom (G, TK'/VK') be the canonical isomorphism defined by Theorem 2. By Corollary 3 to Theorem 2, FK(G*(Kl))= { f Hom (G, TK,/ VK,) I f=1 on G1} for 1=1,2.
Since KE gym, by Corollary 1 to Theorem 2 Hom (G, TK'/VK') is isomorphic to the character group of G. Then by the duality of finite abelian groups, G*(K1)DG*(K2) implies G1 G2, so K1 K2. In particular, G*(K1)=G*(K2) implies K1=K2. REMARK 1. Let k be a complete field under a discrete valuation v with arbitrary residue field k of characteristic p ~ 0 and assume that p is a prime element of k. Let k° be the subfield of k satisfying the conditions : (i) k° is complete with respect to the restriction of v to k; (ii) the residue field k° is the maximum perfect subfield of k, i. e., k°= f (k)' . By MacLane [4], such n=1 a k° really exists.
Let k°/k0 be a fully ramified cyclic extension of degree pn and put kn=kn°'k.
Then it can be proved that W(kn/k)=Hf(k)/Nknik(Ukn), n where Hf(k)= {x~ Uk I xn ~pn-tipti (mod pn}1) with 21 EOk}, i=0 REMARK 2. If k is perfect, then W(k'/k)=Uk/Nk,/k(Uk-). Hence the main theorem in the introduction gives an interpretation of a quotient group Uk/Nk./k(Uk.) ; it can be regarded as the character group of the Galois group G(Km/k), where Km is the composite field of all fields in 'm. § 4. Application.
In this section, we shall apply the main theorem to fully ramified cyclic extensions and Zr-extensions of k.
LEMMA 5. Let k be a complete field under a discrete valuation. Let k1i k2 be two finite fully ramified abelian extensions of k such that k1L=k2L with an extension L/k of ramification index 1 (i. e., a prime element of k is a prime element of L). Suppose that Nk1/k(k1)fNk2/k(k2) contains a prime element of k. Then k1=k2.
PROOF. We may suppose that ki/k is cyclic and that L is a Galois extension of k, by taking the Galois closure of L over k. Since k1(k1k2nL)= k2(k1k2nL), we may suppose LCk1k2. Put Lk1=Lk2=L1 and let s be a generator of G(L1/L). By assumption, there exist prime elements ii of ki such that Nk1/k(lr1)=Nk2/k(7r2). Put u=~r2/n1, then u E UL1 and NL1/L(u)=1. Hence y8-1=u with a y E Li . Now suppose k1 k2. Then there exists a G(L1/k1) such that Q k21.
By the statement (1) of Lemma 3, ~r2-1E Vk2, hence by the statement (3) of Lemma 3, VL1. On the other hand, 1=u~-1=(y~-1)S-1 VL1, which is a contradiction.
Therefore k1=k2. LEMMA 6. Let k be as in Lemma 5 and let k1, k2 be two finite fully ramified Galois extensions of k such that k1L==k2L with a finite unramified extension L/k. Then Nk1/k(Uk1)-Nk2/k(Uk2).
PROOF. By taking the Galois closure of L over k, we may suppose that L is a Galois extension of k. Put L'=Lk1=Lk2.
Since L'/ki is unramified, we we have NL'/ki(UL')=U, hence NL/k(Uk1~)=Nki/k(U).
Since kti/k is fully ramified and [k1: k]=[k2 : k], we have the assertion. THEOREM 3. Let k, k' and W(k'/k) be as in the main theorem in the introduction. Let J=S (k')= {k" I k" is a fully ramified cyclic extension of k such that k'L=k"L with an unramified extension L of k}. Let Fk, : F--jW(k'/k) be a map defined by k"H(Nk'Ik(Jr')/Nk"/k(7r") mod Nk'/k(Uk')), where ~r' and 'r" are prime elements of k' and k" respectively. Then Fk' is bijective and independent of the choice of n and 7r".
PROOF. By Lemma 6, Fk, is independent of the choice of 7r' and it". Fk' is injeclive : Let ki E EF with i=1, 2. By assumption, Lk1=Lk2=Lk'
with an unramified extension L of k. Suppose that Fk,(k1)=Fk'(k2). Then by the definition of Fk' and by Lemma 6, Nk1/k(k1)=Nk2/k(k2). Hence by Lemma 5, k1=k2. Hence Fk' is injective. This completes the proof. Now we apply Theorem 3 to Zr-extensions of k. Fix a fully ramified Z~-extension k. of k, and let kn/k be the sub-extension of k~/k of degree pn. For m>_n>_1, let pn : W(km/k)-~W(kn/k) be a homomorphism defined by
x mod Nkm/k(Uk) -x mod Nkn/k(Ukn) with X Nk mikur(U) m km nk, where kur is the completion of the maximum unramified extension of k and km=kurkm. Then {W(kn/k), pm} is a projective system. Let W(k) be the projective limit of this system.
Then we have directly the following Theorem 4 by Theorem 3. THEOREM 4.(2' Let k, p, k~ and W(k) be as above. Let E(ke)= {k. k. is a fully ramified Zp-extension of k such that k~L=k~L with an unramified extension L of k}. Let F.:
'(k~)-~W(k() be a map defined by k'H{Nkn/k(r)/Nknik(7'n) mod Nkn/k(Ukn)}, where kn/k and kn/k are the sub-extensions of k~/k and k~/k of degree pn respectively, and where Tcn and rcn are prime elements of kn and kn respectively. Then F. is independent of the choice of prime elements and F. is bijective. REMARK 1. Suppose the conditions : (i) p is a prime element of k, (ii) the finite field Fp with p elements is the maximum perfect subfield of k, i. e., 
